
Daphne Hi-Temp Oil A
High Performance Quenching Oil

oOil temperature should be kept above 100 C for good agitation control.
If the oil is removed from the pit, care should be taken to clean the oil tank before refilling.

Application

Daphne Hi-Temp Oil A is a hot type, marquenching oil designed for quenching distortion prone parts. 
Daphne Hi-Temp Oil A has been proven to be very effective in quenching medium to high alloy steel 
parts such as constant velocity joints, clutch plates and various bearing races in an atmosphere 
controlled batch type furnace.  Parts that are more than 3 cm thick may not achieve the desired 
hardness, since the quenching power is relatively low.

Characteristics

Technologically Advanced Lubricants from Japan

Lubricant Product Information

Hot type, marquenching oil.

Care & Usage

Water contamination control should be of utmost importance.

Products / Industrial /

Provides long term predictable quench results.
Provides excellent brightness after quenching.

o oApplication temperature range:  100 C - 180 C.

Packing

210L drum



Daphne Hi-Temp Oil A

Typical Specifications

Technologically Advanced Lubricants from Japan

ASTM METHOD
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Test Method JIS-K-2242

Daphne Hi-Temp Oil A
Quenching Temp. 800°C

Oil Temp @ 130°C
Oil Temp @ 150°C
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The information provided is to our best knowledge, true & accurate, subjected to change without notification due to continual product research and development. All recommendations or suggestions 
are without guarantee since the conditions of use are beyond our control. The manufacturers do not accept liability for any loss or damage, however arising, which results directly from the use of such 
information, nor do we offer any warranty of immunity against patent infringement.
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